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In this article we will discuss ten best cities for living in Mexico. The best cities are as follows:

1.	The most popular and best city for living in Mexico is the capital of Mexico i-e Mexico City. This
city is popular because of top and renowned universities such as Universidad Nacional AutÃ³noma
de MÃ©xico and Instituto PolitÃ©cnico Nacional.

2.	Secondly, Ajijic is also included in the list of best Mexico cities. This city is located near Chapala
Lake and this city is getting very popular because of warm climate. Because of pleasant and warm
climate tourists form all over the world visit this beautiful city in summer season.

3.	Thirdly, Guanajuato city is also considered to be modern and best city in Mexico and this city is
famous for prestigious and popular centre for Mathematical research and international art festival. If
any person wants to see beautiful and best art festivals then he/she should visit Guanajuato city.

4.	Another important city for living in Mexico is Merida. This city offers wide range of basic life
facilities and services.

5.	In additionally, Monterrey is also included in the list of top Mexico City. Monterrey is considered to
be an industrialized city. According to survey in 2009, Monterrey was declared as the second best
Mexican city for business.

6.	Moreover, Queretaro is also considered to be a best Mexico City. Queretaro is famous for textile
industries and auto industries. Queretaro also offers different job opportunities. The two famous and
prestigious hospitals are located in Queretaro are Hospital San JosÃ© de QuerÃ©taro and Hospital
Angeles de QuerÃ©taro.

7.	If person decide for living in Mexico then person should choose Xalapa. This city has volcanic
mountains, valleys and white sand beaches. This city is also getting popular because three leading
universities, renowned museum, prestigious orchestra.

8.	Another best city is San Miguel De Allende and this city is getting very popular among tourists.

9.	Aguascalientes is also considered to be important and best city of Mexico. This city is popular for
arranging different international conglomerates, automobile factories and various conventions. 

10.	Last best city for living in Mexico is Irapuato. This city is considered to be a major city of Mexico
because of highly developed infrastructure, shopping district and different entertainment purposes.
Moreover, this city is also famous because of various esteemed universities and other important
attractions.

Finally, we can say that these are considered to be important and best cities for living in Mexico. If
any person wants to visit Mexico then person should visit these beautiful and best cities of Mexico.
By visiting these cities, person can make his/her holidays more special and memorable. If person
wants to live in Mexico for permanent basis then person should choose these cities. Because these
cities provide basic life facilities and opportunities to Mexican residents.
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